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Dallas, TX: NATS 2013 Sambaralu started on July 4th with a tremendously successful banquet thanking all the donors for
their contribution and support to NATS. July 5 th kicked off with Shri Ganapathi Sachidananda Swamiji who arrived in a
chariot surrounded by his devotees. He officially inaugurated the sambaralu amidst special invitees, dignitaries and NATS
attendees. NATS Sambaralu created a new standard for food, transportation, quality of programs and hospitality. NATS
Sambaralu is officially now a sold out event approx 7000 attendees and was continuing to receive numerous requests to
attend. All the attendees were thrilled with the amount of attention provided to them and also for giving them a

mesmerizing first day of events. All the food was specially prepared at the venue for the guests who were extremely
happy with the quality. Transportation was arranged every 20 mins from various locations to the venue significantly
helping out of town attendees. The biggest attraction in today’s events were Sangeetha Nava Avadhanam, a unique
literary event conducted by Dr.Meegada Ramalinga Swamy. It was touted as one of the most innovative event that
combines astavadhanam and different tunes (ragas). Business seminars were highly attended in presence of Nadendla
Manohar(Hon'ble Speaker,AP), N.T. Chowdary, Harish Parvathaneni(Counsel General Of India). The meet & greet with
Nadendla Manohar and local entrepreneurs was very received by everyone. Women’s forum also received rave reviews by
everyone. Programs like Rangula Harivillu, Pragathi Patham lo Mahila, Soundarya Lahari was sold out and enjoyed by
women and men alike. Youth programs also were highly successful. Several influential speakers like Nadendla garu
attended to cheer the youth. For the first time, youth engaged in a spiritual discussion. They ended the day with a boat
cruise to commemorate the wonderful day. Kona Venkat conducted the movie seminar which happened for first time in
Telugu convention. The highlight to today was of course the cultural programs such as Nadamruthavarshini, Sariganchu
Cheera, Rela re Rela, Swara Gana Jari. All of these received standing ovation which is the first of its kind for a National
convention. Even kids performed amazing performances such as Balaganamrutham, Little Musicians Academy’s
performances, Kshetradarshanam that were highly applauded by audience. Total of 300 participants took the stage today
to showcase a memorable experience. The evening ended in a high note with some performances by actress Sanjana,
comedian Rajesh and group. Overall, first day of NATS Sambaralu was superb and extremely well received by attendees.

*** కను�ల పండ�వ�ా జర�గ�త�న� ���� సంబ�ాల� *** సంబ�ాల�� ఉట��ప��తన
�లె�గ�దనం***

డల���,ట��ా��; అ�����ా ��ల� ల� ఉత�ర అ�����ా �లె�గ� సంఘం ����
�ర���సు�న� �లె�గ� సంబ�ాల� అంగరంగ ��ౖభవం�ా జర�గ�త�����.. ��

గణప� స����నంద �ా�� ఈ సంబ�ాలక� అ���ా��కం�ా ��ారం�ం��ర�. అంతక�
మ�ందు �ా��� సంబ�ాల ����క వద�క� రథం��ౖ �సుక�వ���ర�.. ����
సభ��ల� �ా����� ఘన �ా�గతం ప��ార�.. ���� �లె�గ� సంబ�ాల��

�ాల����ందుక� అ�����ాల� నల�మ�లల నుం� ����ప� 7000 మం�� హజరయ��ర�.
�ా���� అ������� ఏ ల�ట� ల�క�ం�� ���� ఎ��� ఏ�ా�ట�� ��ిేం��.



�ా���� అ������� ఏ ల�ట� ల�క�ం�� ���� ఎ��� ఏ�ా�ట�� ��ిేం��.
���� �లె�గ� సంబ�ాల ����క ��ల� ఇ���ం� క���న�� ��ంట� ల�

ప�����ా �లె�గ�దనం క��ిం�ం��.. సంబ�ాల�� ��గం�ా �ర���ం�న అ��క

�ార�క�మ�లను అంద��� ���షం�ా ఆకట��క�����. �గడ �ామ�ం��శ�ర
�ా�� నవ అవ��నం �లె�గ� ����క�లను అ�తం�ా ఆకట��క�ం��.. �లె�గ�

�ా��� చ��త�ల� ఇంతట� �నూత� �ార�క�మ������� సంబ�ాల ����క��ౖ

�ర���ంచడం��..�లె�గ� ���ా�మ�నుల నుం� ప�శంసల వర�ం క����ిం��.

�ా��ార ��ళ�క�వలను... ��ట��బడ�లక� అవ�ా�ాలను �వ��ం� ే�����

������ క� మం� స�ందన ల�ం�ం��. ఈ ������ మన �ాష�� �ాసన సభ
�ీ�క� ���ంెడ� మ��హ� ���ే�ార�. ఆంధ�ప���ే ల� ��ట��బడ�ల అవ�ా�ాల
గ���ం� �వ��ం��ర�. ఇక ఈ సదసు�ల� ప�మ�ఖ �ా����ా�క ��త�ల�. ఎ�.ట�

�ౌద��, హ��� పర�త���ల� హజరయ��ర�. �ీ�కర ���ంెడ� మ���� �� ����
అం� �� ల� �ాల����ందుక� ఔ�����క �ా����ా�క ��త�ల� ��ట�ప���ర�.
మ���� క��� య�వతల� ఉ������ �ం��ల� ప�సం��ం� అంద���

ఆకట��క����ర�. అట� ���� మ��ళల ��రం �పేట��న �ార�క�మ�లక� ���ష
స�ందన ల�ం�ం��. రంగ�ల�ాట�ం, హ���ల��, ప�గ� పథంల� మ����,

��ందర�ల��� ల�ంట� �ార�క�మ�లక� మ��ళలను ���షం�ా ఆకట��క�����.ఇక ఈ

�ా�� య�వత ఆ�����క సదసు�ల� క��� �ాల�పంచు��వటం మ�� ���షం.. �లె�గ�
సంబ�ాల�� ����ా�� ���ిన మ�� మ�ందడ�గ� �ి�మ� సదసు�.. �ి�మ� రచన,

��ా�ణం, దర�కత�ం��ౖ పల� �ల���ౖన సల�ల� సూచనలను ప�మ�ఖ రచ�త ��న

��ంక� ఈ సదు�ల� �వ��ం��ర�.

����మృత వ���ణ�, ��ల�����ల�..,స�రగం�ాఝ��, స��గంచు �ర.. ఇల� ఎ���
�ార�క�మ�ల� �లె�గ��ా��� అంత�ల�� ������� పం���. ఇక �ట��

మ����ియ� అ�ాడ� �ర���ం�న బ�ల �ా��మృతం �ాటల ప��ాహంల�

మ�ం��ె�ం��. ��త� దర�నం �ార�క�మ���� ����క�ల నుం� మం�
స�ందన ల�ం�ం��. ����ప� మ�డ� వందల మం�� ����క��ౖ ప�దర�న����ర�.

�లె�గ� �ి� ������ సంజ�� ����� �� అల�����.. �ాజ�� క����య�

గ��ప� పం��ం�న హస�ం.. �లె�గ� ����క�లను నవ��ల ప�వ��ల ప��ం�ం��.
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